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About Master Yang Yun-Zhong (楊云中老師) 

As a long time practitioner and teacher of Taijiquan and natural therapy, Mr Yang 
Yun-zhong traveled extensively in China, doing research and giving lectures in major 
cities such as Beijing, Beidaihe, Zhengzhou and Shenzhen. In recent years he also 
conducted training in Italy and Germany where the number of students is increasing 
quickly.  Mr. Yang now is settled in Hong Kong where he founded the Institute of 
Chinese Taiji-wisdom and continues to champion Taijiquan as a cultural 
phenomenon larger than Kung-fu. During his formative years, Mr Yang had the good 
fortune of following some great masters who are experts in their own fields, namely:  

 Wang Zhuang-Hong (王壯弘), founder of Water-style Taiji 

 Professor Pang Ming (龐明), Qigongist and founder of Zhineng Qigong 

 Tie En-Fang (鐵恩方), master of Baguazhang who put together Bagua Circle 

Walking as a health and healing exercise. 

 Wei Shu-Ren (魏樹人), master of Lao liu-lu which is a branch of Yang-style 

with unique method in internal energy training. 

It was under the guidance of these remarkable masters that Mr Yang built up an all-
round ability in Taijiquan to an expert level, and at the same time, acquired a deep 
understanding and appreciation of Chinese wisdom consisting of the teachings of 
Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism. 
 

 

Master Yang Yun-Zhong is 

 Training Mother Taiji in Denmark 

 Headmaster of Hongkong Taiji School  

 Founder of the World Taiji School 

 Advocate of new Taiji style called Taiji new 
culture 

 Deputy director of the Health Committee 
Academy of Management Sciences 

 Advisor of Taiji Culture Education (charity) 
Foundation 

 

 
Refer to the next page for the masters of Mr. Yang Yun-Zhong.
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Course contents 

Introduction to Taiji Chuan 

Taiji Chuan theory is based on an entire life view. The movements of the method are 
based on 8 directions, five steps and conscious movement. The practice way uses a 
form of martial arts to cultivate the consciousness quality and behaviour. Through 
practice one can achieve a good and harmonious balance in body and mind both 
inside and outside. Also one can understand, transform, improve and perfect life and 
consciousness activity to have a long and healthy life as well as an awakening and 
free consciousness. 

Introduction to Mother taiji  

Taiji is a oneness. It is qi (energy), it is heart and the entirety of heart and qi. It is a 
unity of time and space and a unity of consciousness and life. 

The mother means dao, she is growing, nourishing and including everything. She 
contains the transformation of Yin and Yang, the five elements and bagua. 

Chuan means merging, handling, holding, maintaining and managing the rules of 
everything. It merges the principles of Yin and Yang, the five elements and bagua 
together. 

Mother Taiji, taught to Yang Yun-Zhong by Dr. Pang, is a high level Taiji which can 
only be studied from a select few masters. It is simple and easy to learn and is the 
essence of Taiji practice, although it is really based on inner energy rather than just 
movements. This method includes the practice of 8 directions, 5 steps and the 
conscious movement, Taiji dao, Taiji arts, Taiji gongfu and Taiji technique. It can 
develop all other Taiji methods. It is the foundation gong and the core of all the Taiji 
practice. If you like to learn Taiji you should learn and practice mother Taiji. 

Programme 

First day 

 The introduction to the Taiji new culture  

 13 forms of practicing the qi of Taiji 

 Taiji healing 

Second day 

 Yin and Yang of Taiji. Gather Yang Qi from heaven and Yin Qi from earth 

 Five steps of Taiji. Move forward and backward. Watch on the left and on the 
right side. Learn to maintain and keep your consciousness stable 

 Taiji Sishou, expansion, drawing, squeeze, press and push 

Styles taught by Master Yang Yun-Zhong: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kd6y3VnCD0Y 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBIyGE9JS70  
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Instruktører 

Kurset afholdes først og fremmest af Yang Yun-Zhong 

Ling Tong-Yang er hjælpeunderviser. 

Afholdelse 

Kurset afholdes på 

Copenhagen Business School  
Solbjerg Plads 3 
2000 Frederiksberg 
Rum: SP112 
(Hos CBS kaldes kurset Chinese Philosophy and Tai Chi) 

Kurset afholdes 13.-14. juni, begge dage kl. 9:00 til 17:00 med pause kl. 12:00 til 
14:00 (underviserens middagslur). 

Frokost, te, kaffe og lidt lækkert er inkluderet. 

Tilmelding 

Tilmedlig via SMS (2861 8002) eller e-mail (info@nordichc.dk) med dit 
telefonnummer og fulde navn og afvent bekræftelse. Dit fulde navn bruges til 
kursusbeviset. Tilmeldingsfrist: 15. maj 

Pris: kr. 2.995. 

Senest to dage efter tilmelding skal der betales et depositum på kr. 500, som mistes 
ved afmelding. Ved evt. aflysning af kurset returneres depositummet naturligvis. 

Restbeløbet skal være Nordic Health Center i hænde senest 1. juni. 

Både depositum og restbeløbet kan betales med MobilePay eller bankoverførsel. 

 MobilePay: 563102 (Nordic Health Center), angiv ”Taiji” 

 Reg.: 2252 Konto: 6895893879, angiv ”Taiji” og dit navn 
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